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Abstract—In maritime surveillance, detection of small ships
and vessels located far away in the scene is of vital importance
for behaviour analysis. Comparing to closely located objects,
far objects are often captured in a smaller size and lack the
adequate amount of details. Therefore, conventional detectors fail
to recognize them. This paper proposes a CNN-based cascaded
method for reliable detection of objects and more specifically
vessels, located far away from a surveillance camera. The
cascaded method improves small object detection accuracy by
additional processing of the obtained candidate regions in their
original resolution. The additional processing includes another
detection iteration and a sequence of detection verification steps.
Experimental results on our real-world vessel evaluation dataset
reveal that the cascaded method increases the recall rate and
F1-measurement by 13% and 12%, respectively. Another benefit
is that the method does not require an adopter to change the
model and architecture of the applied network. As an additional
contribution, we provide a labeled maritime dataset to open
public access.
Index Terms—Far object detection, Cascaded CNNs, Vessel
detection, Maritime surveillance
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Fig. 1: Visual example of far away detection of ships using
original image data.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Maritime surveillance systems monitor harbors and waterways to increase safety and security against various related
events. Examples of such events are contingent hazards jeopardized by unknown pathless watercrafts, control of cargo flows,
analyzing the abnormal behavior of ships, etc. To address these
aspects, surveillance systems have to process and analyze the
visual data collected by cameras deployed along the shorelines
and waterways.
Decent maritime surveillance requires a successful ship
detection. However, this is a challenging task in outdoor
environment, due to various factors deteriorating the detection
performance: wind, sunshine reflection, fog, water waves,
etc. Additionally, since the vessels are not the only moving
objects in a typical maritime scene, it is important to avoid
false detections of irrelevant objects. Although approaches are
available to detect water regions to confirm ship occurrences
[1], or avoid detections in non-water regions [2], falsely
detected regions allow systems to occasionally detect irrelevant
objects in complex scenes and scenarios.
Besides this, vessels located far away from the surveillance
camera are captured in small pixel areas which do not provide
sufficient visual details. This results in an extremely low

detection rate on such remotely located vessels. However, it
is essential to detect these far objects as soon as they enter
the field of view, since it can help a surveillance system to
compute the complete trajectory of the vessel and perform a
proper behavior analysis.
Conventional detection methods [3] (e.g. background
subtraction-based approaches or edge/HOG features-based
SVM/binary/Bayesian classifiers) show an acceptable detection performance on benchmark datasets. However, these
methods do not perform reliably on the real-world data
collected in maritime environment. With the emergence of
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and efficient implementations on GPUs, a reliable outdoor object detection becomes
applicable. In order to decrease the computational burden,
CNNs process an input image in lower resolutions. However,
this downsampling leads to the inability to recognize far
(small) objects in practical applications, considering that such
objects have a very low amount of detail in the downsampled
image.
State-of-the-art methods attempt to address the small object
detection problem by enhancing existing detectors and improving their performance for specific applications. However,

in addition to only being applicable to a particular task,
these techniques increase the complexity of design and require
intense research for each application. Therefore, in this paper
we mainly focus on improving the vessel detection rate on
genuine maritime surveillance images, with an emphasis on
the far objects. For this purpose, we propose a cascaded
method categorizing the detections into a prominent group
(i.e. objects that contain high visual details and are easily
detected by CNNs) and an obscure group (i.e. low-detail
objects). The detected obscure regions are examined by an
additional iteration. In this iteration, each obscure region is
re-projected onto the initial image with original resolution.
The upsampled candidate regions undergo another iteration
of detection, followed by several confirmations. This enables
robust detection of vessels located far away on the horizon.
The proposed approach is conceptually visualized in Fig. 1.
This paper contributes as follows: (1) we propose an algorithm for detecting far objects (typically ships) based on
CNNs, and (2) we provide an annotated dataset captured from
various locations at several cities and suburbs in the Netherlands (Amsterdam and Rotterdam) and Turkey (Istanbul) to
open public access. The images of this dataset are extracted
from videos captured at different day/year-times from different
camera positions and setups and include objects of various
sizes, appearing occlusions and truncations.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides
an overview of the related work. Section III explains the
proposed method. Section IV presents the experimental results
and validation. Section V concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Deep-learning based detectors are widely exploited in many
practical applications [5] because of their advantages, e.g. high
detection rates, robustness, and timeliness. However, CNNbased detectors often do not perform reliably on detections
involved with low-resolution objects. In [6], the authors advocate that deeper networks with more/larger filters do not
considerably improve performance on low-resolution objects.
However, research work has shown several attempts to achieve
acceptable results on small objects by enhancing existing
detectors. This section provides an overview on these small
object detection methods.
Faster R-CNN is a detector based on a region proposal
network (RPN) that performs detection using a single-scale
representation of an image [7]. This CNN is benchmarked as a
reliable object detector. Unfortunately, Faster R-CNN performs
poorly on small objects, since its anchor boxes are large [9].
The works in [10] and [11] enhance the Faster R-CNN for
company logo detection. The former method deploys earlier
feature maps to provide better anchor boxes for small objects
(logos) and improves the region proposals for them. In [9], a
modified Faster R-CNN is introduced to perform reliable small
object detection in optical remote sensing images. This work
concatenates the feature maps extracted by the last residual
block of the second three stages. A new contextual model is
also introduced in that paper to further specialize the network

for the remote sensing application. Publication [12] proposes
a knowledge-based recurrent attentive Faster R-CNN to detect
traffic signs for an autonomous driving application.
Compared to Faster R-CNN, SSD (Single Shot Detector)
deploys different scales and aspect ratios from multiple layers,
which improves the performance on smaller objects [8]. SSD
uses features of the shallower layers to detect smaller objects,
while detecting larger objects from deeper layers. The work in
[13] combines the shallow layers to further improve the SSD
performance for detecting small objects.
As presented above, several state-of-the-art methods improve the performance of Faster R-CNN or SSD for small
objects by re-designing the layer architecture. Unfortunately,
all of these publications evaluate their methods according to
the mAP (mean average precision) factor only. However, in
order to evaluate the performance of a detector (especially to
check the improvement on small objects), it is also essential to
investigate the recall rate. The reason is that a high mAP only
means that the detector has performed accurate recognition,
while detecting more objects leads to a higher recall rate.
Therefore, an improved small object detector is expected to
provide a higher recall rate, while keeping the mAP fixed (or
even perhaps improve it). Additionally, most of these methods from literature include model-based approaches, which
improve detection performance for their specific applications.
Therefore, when dealing with a new application, one needs to
adapt the specific CNN to the considered domain. However,
the procedure of a network adaptation to a specific domain by
changing its internal architecture requires a large effort.
In this paper, we extend the SSD [8] to address the small
vessel detection problem. Here, we mainly focus on improving
the detection performance on far vessels, while keeping the
recall rate fixed on large- and medium-sized objects. This
method investigates the feature maps to find the prominent
and the obscure (i.e. mostly far) objects separately, based on
the obtained objectness probabilities for these objects. The
candidate areas containing obscure objects further undergo the
SSD detection iteration in their original resolution. This results
in the property that small objects (in those candidate areas)
are detected with higher confidence score and with accurate
bounding boxes. As a final cascaded step, the detected small
objects are confirmed against pre-defined region/size-based
criteria.
Another benefit of the method is that it does not require the
user to adapt his/her trained model and/or architecture. For
instance, this cascaded approach can be applied to the conventional networks (e.g. Faster R-CNN, YOLO. [16]) without
network modification. Last but not least, our method increases
the recall rate, while keeping the average precision (AP) stable
and even realize a slight improvement. In this paper, we also
provide a small-vessel evaluation dataset to open public access.
This dataset consists of 1,041 annotated maritime surveillance
images and includes 5,094 vessel objects. The dataset has
been captured under different weather, lighting, and timing
conditions. Besides this, we have used different capturing
locations and backgrounds.
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Fig. 2: Architecture of the proposed approach.

III. A RCHITECTURE P IPELINE
This section presents our far-vessel detection architecture,
which is depicted in Fig. 2.
A. System Overview
The proposed CNN-based method processes the extracted
feature vectors of the image frame in two different data flows
to recognize the close and far objects, separately. The overall
procedure of the method is as follows.
First, the SSD which includes the trained object model as
feature extractor, investigates an input image to generate detections based on two different objectness probability thresholds.
In our experiments, we re-use the vessel model obtained in
our previous work [4] as the trained object model for the
SSD. Then, the data flow continues in two separate paths. The
detected objects with a confidence score higher than Tpro (i.e.
minimum confidence score for a prominent object) are marked
as prominent objects. These objects are mostly located close
to the camera and contain high visual details. After detection,
they are transmitted through the lower path of the diagram to
the temporary sample-set.
Additionally, SSD transmits the object bounding boxes with
confidence scores less than the Tpro and higher than Tobs
(i.e. minimum confidence score for an obscure object) to
the upper path. More specifically, these bounding boxes are
candidate regions for having a far object and include parts
of the low-resolution image that have a smaller chance to
contain an object of interest. The upper path includes more
components to verify and confirm far objects. In this path,
first, the SSD network investigates the extracted candidate
regions in their original resolution, to verify if the candidate
regions include vessels. This path comprises four components,
starting with the high-resolution detection component (i.e. the
verification component). Next, the verified regions are sent
to the confirmation components, which filter the candidates
considering their size, duplicate detections and the position
of the detected object region in the image frame. Then,

the confirmed objects are appended to the prominent objects
detected earlier to establish the temporary object set. Finally, a
component for duplicate object removal finds object detections
that occur in both paths simultaneously (e.g. the same object is
detected in both the prominent and obscure paths), which are
removed by specific processing explained later. The following
subsections explain the data flow and individual architectural
components in detail.
B. Initial Deep Model
A captured scene of a typical maritime environment contains various kinds of objects and structures (e.g. cars on
the shorelines, bridges, buildings, etc.). In order to robustly
detect all kinds of vessels independently from the surrounding
environment, we employ CNNs. For a surveillance application,
the system should detect ships in real time. Moreover, it should
be robust against the real-world noisy data. Therefore, we have
adopted the SSD detector. The network requires an initial
model of the object of interest. Here, the VGG model is
used as the base model and the network is finetuned on a
vessel-oriented image set. The method uses this as the trained
object model and supplies this to the next stage. The benefit of
the proposed cascaded method is that an adopter can replace
the SSD/VGG and use any available detector/model without
internal modifications.
C. Vessel Detection
In order to perform a reliable object detection for outdoor
surveillance, we analyze the extracted feature maps to process
the prominent and obscure objects in two separate paths.
Generally, the VGG/SSD network extracts the feature maps for
an arbitrary image. Then, it generates detections by checking
the presence of the object of interest all over the image,
according to a pre-defined confidence score. Here, we use two
different confidence-score thresholds to generate two separate
sets of bounding boxes, one set for prominent objects and the
other one for obscure objects with low score.
C.1 Prominent object detection. According to the first

path of the diagram, the SSD network marks the generated
bounding boxes with a confidence score higher than the predefined prominent-object threshold as a definite detection
and appends them to the prominent object dataset. In our
experiments, we have found that vessels detected with high
confidence score are typically located at close and medium
proximity from the camera and have sufficient level of detail.
C.2 Obscure object detection. In general, decreasing the
confidence-score threshold increases the true positive rate
(i.e. recall rate). This occurs since objects with low-detail
appearance (e.g. located at a far distance to the camera) will
have a higher chance to be detected. However, such a low
threshold increases the false positive rate which results in
lower precision.
In this work, we define a confidence-score interval TproTobs to intercept low-detail objects. We assume that the object
samples detected in this interval are candidate far-vessels. In
this process, in order to avoid detecting irrelevant objects, we
further examine the low-score regions by a sequence of steps
explained below.
Verification of SSD detection. In order to verify the obscure
candidates, the SSD detection on candidate regions in the original resolution examines the extracted regions in their original
resolution. This component either discards a candidate region
or verifies its corresponding obscure object by providing an
accurate bounding box. The confidence-score threshold of the
SSD deployed in this component is (Tver).
Object-size confirmation. To decrease the false detections
in original resolution, the obtained object samples are further
examined via a three-step confirmation procedure. At the first
step, the size of the obtained objects is inspected. Since the
upper path of the pipeline aims at detecting objects located
at a far distance (and consequently are small), the size of the
obtained bounding box should be smaller than a threshold Tsz.
Larger objects are discarded by the object-size confirmation
component because there is a high probability that these
samples belong to irrelevant structures that are similar to the
object of interest.
Duplication-object removal. Performing detections with a
small confidence score threshold in the initial SSD component
of the method always results in multiple detections for a
specific sample. These bounding boxes contain the same
objects and only have a small localization difference. The
duplicate-removal component checks if the detected bounding
boxes are related to the same object by calculating the overlap
between them. If it occurs, the bounding boxes with less
confidence scores will be discarded.
Off-scope object removal. The off-scope object removal
component examines the position of the detected objects
compared to the whole frame. After inspecting our dataset
images for maritime surveillance, we noticed that there is
an upper horizontal band of the scene, which usually does
not belong to water regions. Consequently, the probability of
having a vessel object in this band is very small. Additionally,
there is also a lower horizontal band containing objects that are
located at a closer distance to a surveillance camera. However,

we do not target those samples in this path. Therefore, the
component for off-scope object removal discards the objects
located within these two bands of an image. This component
should be disabled for other applications.
The method appends the confirmed obscure detections to
the prominent objects and establishes the temporary object
set. There is a chance that the system simultaneously detects
a specific object both as a prominent and an obscure object. We
perform the duplicate-object removal as a final inspection to
discard such double detections giving priority to the prominent
objects.
IV. E MPIRICAL VALIDATION
This section starts with an overview of the experimental
dataset. Afterwards, we analyze the performance of the proposed method.
A. Dataset
Evaluation Dataset: In order to generate the vessel model,
we have recorded several videos from various locations covering different waterways (lakes, channels, rivers, sea sides)
in the Netherlands (including Amsterdam and Rotterdam) and
Turkey (Istanbul). These videos were captured during different
day/year periods. The videos contain a vast variety of different
viewpoints. Additionally, several vessel types and capturing
scenarios are represented, including multiple occluded vessels
with divergent sizes and distances to the camera positions.
Furthermore, water region types like rivers, lakes, and canals
are covered. For recordings, we have used D5500 camera with
1, 080 × 1, 920 pixel resolution. We have selected 50 videos
for evaluation, randomly extracted 1,041 images from them
and manually annotated the vessels in these images to make
an evaluation dataset.
In a real-world outdoor monitoring application, factors like
the object size, distance to the camera, noise, occlusion,
truncation, scene illumination and weather conditions, are
considered when defining the performance expectations from
a system. In order to accurately analyze the efficiency of
the cascaded method, we select the vessel size, occlusion,
and truncation as the metrics to divide the complete dataset
into three subsets with different detection difficulties (Easy,
Moderate, and Hard evaluation datasets). We specify the Hard
evaluation dataset by:
-Hard evaluation dataset: the bounding-box square size is
less than 3,000 pixels, more than 30% of the vessel pixel area
is occluded or truncated.
In this paper, we report our experimental results on the Hard
evaluation dataset, since in this dataset we annotate all visible
vessels, even those which are located far from the camera
and therefore are very small in pixel size. In total, there are
5,094 vessels annotated. This evaluation dataset is provided to
open public access here [17].
B. Validation Results
In this subsection, we compare the SSD detector (pre-trained
on vessel images from our previous work [4]) against the

TABLE I: Cascaded-SSD comparison against SSD using three different intersection over unions.
IoU=0.3

Tp
Fp
Fn
AP
Recall
F1-measurement

IoU=0.4

IoU=0.5

SSD

Cascaded-SSD

SSD

Cascaded-SSD

SSD

Cascaded-SSD

1,784
286
3,310
0.86
0.35
0.50

2,438
376
2,656
0.87
0.48
0.62

1,758
312
3,336
0.85
0.34
0.49

2,401
413
2,693
0.85
0.47
0.61

1,711
359
3,383
0.83
0.34
0.48

2,292
522
2,802
0.82
0.45
0.58

proposed cascaded-SSD detector.
B.1. Inter-architecture analysis: As mentioned above, the
first SSD detector performs the preliminary object detection
using two different confidence-score thresholds to find the
prominent and obscure objects. Here, the bounding boxes
with a confidence score higher than 0.5 are detected as
the prominent samples. For the obscure objects, we select
Tobs=0.05 and Tpro=0.5 as the lower and higher boundaries
of the confidence-score interval.
The second SSD for verification which examines the obscure candidate objects in their original resolution (verification
step), uses Tver=0.5. At the confirmation phase, we select the
Tsz=20,000 (pixels) as the threshold for the bounding-box size
for the object-size confirmation component. The upper-band
height is set to 10% of the image height. The lower-band
height is set to 20% of image height. These thresholds are
selected based on our experimental results.
Verifying the proposed method on the evaluation dataset, the
SSD network initially detected 6,900 object samples, including
2,095 prominent and 4,805 obscure candidate samples. After
examining the obscure samples in the original resolution,
5,289 obscure candidate samples were verified. This increase
in the number of obscure candidates occurs due to either
multiple vessels detected in the obscure region or multiple
detections of the same ship.
The object-size confirmation component discards 53% of
these candidates, keeping 2,490 obscure samples. Then, the
component for duplicate-object removal discards 45% of the
remaining samples, leaving 1,370 vessels. At the end of
the upper path, the component for off-scope object removal
confirms 1,345 samples from obscured regions.
By combining all the detected objects (prominent and
obscure samples together), we establish the temporary object
set, which includes 3,440 vessels. These samples are examined
by the component for final duplicate-object removal, to check
if there is any repetitive detection. This component discards
duplicates giving the priority to prominent vessels. In this
step, 93 prominent objects (these are objects that are detected
as prominent more than once in the lower path) and 533
obscure objects were removed. The established final detection
set contains 2,814 detected objects, which includes 2,002
prominent and 812 obscure objects.
B.2. Method validation:
Table I statistically analyzes
the final detection set comparing to the ground-truth dataset. In
this table, we compare the performance of the SSD original

detector with the Cascaded-SSD detector, as proposed here.
For each detector, the results are computed for three different
Intersection over Unions (IoU) to reveal the effect of the IoU
threshold on the small object detection performance.
The benefit of using the Cascaded-SSD occurs for all three
values of the IoU, giving a clearly higher recall in all three
cases. We briefly discuss IoU=0.3, because it is the most
important setting for far objects. By setting the IoU to 0.3,
the SSD network detects 1,784 samples, while providing 286
wrong detections. This results in 86% AP, 35% recall, and
50% F1 measurements. The Cascaded-SSD method increases
the correct detections by 654 vessels, while adding 90 more
false detections. The AP, recall and F1 measurement are also
improved by 1%, 13%, and 12%, respectively. The importance
of the IoU setting is discussed below.
C. Discussion
Decreasing the IoU improves the performance of the
method, since the objects located far away contain fewer
details. Additionally, the corresponding pixels for these small
objects are noisier. Consequently, the localization of the
bounding box becomes more challenging for the SSD network.
Therefore, we selected the IoU=0.3 as a parameter value for
our maritime application.
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 visually compare the SSD and the
Cascaded-SSD detectors with a few examples. Evidently, the
cascaded method improves the detection efficiency especially
for the objects that are located at a far distance from the
camera. For instance, in the first image of Fig. 3, there is a
vessel which is highly affected by the sunshine. This vessel is
not detected by SSD, however, Cascaded-SSD has successfully
detected it. Additionally, it is confirmed that the CascadedSSD achieves better results in the images with very complex
backgrounds and foggy/dark/sunny weather conditions.
Some evaluation images include vessels that are affected
by the sun reflection on water. These vessels are not detected
by the SSD. The Cascaded-SSD detects them in the original
resolution. However, the object-size confirmation component
discards them. More specifically, these objects are relatively
large, but they are missed by the SSD because of the sun reflection. Moreover, the band-based object removal component
also removes a few objects of interest, while keeping some
irrelevant objects. In a professional surveillance system, these
issues can be solved by installing all the surveillance cameras
in an approximately similar setting (e.g. distance and height to

Fig. 3: Vessel detection results from SSD compared to Cascaded-SSD. Odd rows contain the Cascaded-SSD outputs, while
even rows illustrate their corresponding SSD outputs. These images are captured in Turkey.

Fig. 4: Vessel detection results from SSD compared to Cascaded-SSD. Odd rows contain the Cascaded-SSD outputs, while
even rows illustrate their corresponding SSD outputs. These images are captured in The Netherlands.

the water surface) and defining more accurate thresholds for
the confirmation components. Furthermore, there are irrelevant
regions detected (see last example on Fig. 3) and small vessels
missed (last example on Fig. 4) by the Cascaded-SSD. These
issues can be solved by generation of a more accurate initial
vessel model.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a CNN-based cascaded method
to improve detection of vessels captured at a far distance
from the surveillance camera. This method searches for
individual prominent and obscure objects (which includes
mostly far objects). The obscure objects are further confirmed
according to their bounding-box size and their position in the
image frame. The method does not require the user to modify
his/her trained model and architecture. The proposed system
increases the recall rate, while keeping the average precision
(AP) stable. In this paper, we also provide a small-vessel
evaluation dataset to open public access.
We have presented an architecture for the improved method,
which contains two SSD networks, followed by confirmation
components to remove redundant and irrelevant objects
and possible double detections appearing simultaneously
in obscure and prominent object lists. By doing so, the
recall rate is clearly increased, while preserving the AP. The
proposed Cascaded-SSD method employs the original image
resolution, which contribute to the stable higher performance.
A benefit of the proposed method is that it can be re-used
for other objects without re-training, by adopting the same
architecture. This forms an alternative to re-training of a
detector network.
The Cascaded-SSD method may still miss several far
objects. This deficiency is related to the weakness of the
initial object model and not to the proposed architecture of the
solution. A better model developed on a more comprehensive
training set will eliminate this problem.
The higher detection rate obtained by the cascaded method
costs more computational complexity per frame. This extra
mathematical burden differs from one frame to the other,
depending on the number of the extracted obscure candidates.
However, since the objects located far away from the
surveillance camera move very slowly, we suggest to apply
the cascading idea, not for all the frames of a captured
video, but once per a pre-defined time interval, depending on
application requirements.
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